Fencor’s StoneTree™ concrete fence systems also incorporate highly defined textured form liners that capture the natural detail and textures of a variety of stone designs yielding the authentic appearance one would expect from a hand laid wall. For special projects requiring a distinctive stand-alone appearance, custom designed form liners may also be developed.

The ongoing developments of the concrete fence system continued to include a rigid footing support using a galvanized steel beam that provided an enhanced engineered design that results in the safest engineered column-footing connection. Concrete fences with a separate precast column and fence panel use a rebar and grouted cell connection. Local competitors use an added column cover to disguise the steel posts.

Fencor’s StoneTree™ concrete fence systems were developed in 1999 in order to satisfy a need in the marketplace for a full precast concrete panel with a formed textured appearance on both sides of the wall.

Fencor’s StoneTree™ concrete fence system was the first product to accomplish this task. Later developments incorporated the combining of the column and panel resulting in the proprietary Combo-Cast technology.
INNOVATIVE ADAPTABLE DESIGNS WITH THE STRENGTH AND LONGEVITY OF CONCRETE

Fencor introduces you to a revolutionary approach to concrete fencing. Traditionally concrete fences have served as a secure and extremely durable option to those looking for a long-lasting solution with respect to fencing needs. The challenge has been that while concrete exceeds requirements in security and resiliency, other materials have been more aesthetically pleasing, cost effective, and adaptable to site conditions.

These alternatives often required maintenance and lacked longevity, but remained popular due to their more attractive nature. It was this that led Fencor to challenge ourselves with the task of producing a product that combined the strengths of various types of fencing. No longer do clients have to choose between aesthetics and durability.

The Fencor Concrete Wall System has been designed to be visually appealing from both sides, with the compatibility to be installed in the most challenging site conditions. Most importantly, it requires virtually no maintenance, and has a lifespan five times that of traditional wood or iron fencing.

Please visit www.fencor.com for more information and sample photos.